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Hong Kong natives are fascinating -- they talk constantly, use extravagant hand gestures and love

to eat a cuisine that may be the best in the world. Behind the high rise living, Armani suits, financial

acumen and sophisticated nightlife, the traditions of the Cantonese grandma and corner shop

herbalist pulse through the veins of every resident. The visitor to wonderful Hong Kong soon learns

that with one foot planted in the west and the other in the orient, understanding Hong Kongers and

their ways, is not an easy task. To ensure that you, the foreign resident, fleeting visitor or armchair

traveler, enjoy your stay in Hong Kong, the authors of this much-needed travel guide present a

light-hearted but practical guide to the of this dynamic city. DON'T stand there like a lemon holding

open the elevator doors while everybody marches past you. DO spit the chicken bones and other

detritus of culinary ecstasy onto the table: everybody else does. And DO remember that once

accepted into a circle of Hong Kong friends, you are there for life with all the responsibilities that go

with it. DO believe this -- your Hong Kong colleagues are likely to tell you that your new hairdo

makes you look like a Korean! DO understand that, as boss of your company, your employees

expect you to take care of them as a father does his children. DONÃ¢â‚¬â„¢T laugh when you learn

that Hong Kongers drink dried seahorse and deer antler soup for breakfast. DONÃ¢â‚¬â„¢T get

upset when you realize the bus drivers routinely curse passengers and sing opera as they hurtle

through crowded streets! Want to know more? Then DO buy this book!
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It was my 7th visit to Hong Kong when I found this book, bought and carefully read it. It gives you

the local view on how this city lives and works, and what to do and not to do while there. With a

slight twist that "you will never learn every thing about the local life without living here for five

generations", it gives realistic picture of how they perceive you, the traveller to their hospitable city.If

you are kind of folk who need to know local ropes to feel yourself well in the remote part of the world

-- buy it and read it.

Interested in Hong Kong and not burdened by a prickly sense of exactitude, then this is your book.

Informative and interesting, certainly useful.

Well written, humorous and very informative...a must read before visiting Hong Kong. Provides very

useful and interesting information. Love the illustrations.

Practical guide for visitors to Hong Kong on how to save face when you are a tourist, contains

thoughts and suggestions for most contingencies from shopping to eating to visiting homes and

hospitals. It is really a guide on how not to look like an idiot when a newbie in Hong Kong.

Easy and pleasant to read. Useful tips and gives the intimate insight on culture that you don't find in

regular travel guides.
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